
Welch Allyn embraces the importance and value of global data standards in the healthcare industry that will help 

improve patient safety, provide enhanced product traceability and reduce costs to all partners in the healthcare 

supply chain. That is why we are moving forward on a voluntary path to comply with data standardization 

requests from our supply chain partners and implement Unique Device Identification (UDI) numbers for all of our 

products before the United States Food and Drug Administration (FDA) requires compliance by law. 

 

Global data standards in the healthcare industry are not agreed upon and are still evolving. In July of 2012, the 

FDA submitted a proposal to require a UDI on medical devices, which is currently in the review and comment 

period. This regulation will prescribe data standards American medical device manufacturers must comply with 

for distribution of products within the United States. 

 

Global organizations like GS1, a not-for-profit that is dedicated to designing and implementing global healthcare 

standards across the supply chain and our hospital and distribution partners are strongly encouraging voluntary 

adoption of similar and complimentary data standards also in advance of the FDA’s required compliance. 

 

The Welch Allyn voluntary path to global healthcare data standardization is a multi-year global initiative. The 

company will utilize standards set by GS1 that will improve identification of product and the exchange of 

standardized information on our labeling as well as in our electronic data interchange (EDI) transactions. The 

company is designing its systems with the flexibility to adapt and support GS1 standards, the FDA’s UDI rule and 

the type of global evolutionary changes to healthcare data standards and regulations that are expected moving 

forward. 

 

Internal initiatives to comply with these developing standards involve significant global business process changes 

and business software development. These changes impact New Product Development, device and package 

labeling, barcode creation software and reader equipment. Additionally, new governance processes will be 

established for collecting and controlling material attributes and data and developing export programs to share 

these attributes in external databases. The projects and timeline for these initiatives are outlined below. 

 

Welch Allyn is committed to supporting these much needed changes in the healthcare industry. Together we can 

make this possible. Together we can make a difference! 

 

Key contacts for questions regarding the global healthcare data standardization initiative: 

 

Joshua Kim, Manager, Regulatory Affairs and Global Compliance 

315.291.3780, joshua.kim@welchallyn.com 

 

Robert Park, Director, Commercial Operations 

315.685.4569, robert.park@welchallyn.com 

 

Lauri Ventresca, Director, Global Product Data Management 

315.685.4606, lauri.ventresca@welchallyn.com  

Corporate Headquarters 

4341 State Street Road, P.O. Box 220 

Skaneateles Falls, NY 13153-0220  USA 
Phone: 800.535.6663  Fax: 315.685.3361 
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